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Guide on how to open Google Pixel 5 5G user manual instruction 

 

Hello everyone, welcome back to the Galaxy Manual website, Today I will share a Guide To Open Google 

Pixel 5 User Manual Instruction, that's Google Pixel 5and let me show you how to come along proof user 

manual on the following device, so at first you have to open the circle applications, then find and select 

the settings, scroll down to the very bottom of the list and here you'll notice tips and user manual, so all 

you have to do is to click on the stop and now locate user manual, which is less possibility here click on it 

wait a couple of seconds, make sure obviously that you are connected to Wi-Fi 6  with IP68 as otherwise 

you will not be able to access this user manual and here you've got all the tips and guides and 

everything, that you need to know your phone better and if you have any questions, you will definitely 

find the answers here, so for example if you would like to get some more knowledge about super fast 

charging click here and here we've got detailed information’s also the tutorial in use a new ultrawide 

angle camera. 

 

Now let's go back and then we can come along of information about notification panel, let's click here 

and here you've got it, so here I've got the instruction and also quick settings and for everything you 

need, so just come along with it pick those information, that you are interested and click for example on 

turning the device on and off, and here you will be able to come and knock all the knowledge, so this is 



it, this is how you can smoothly and is he come along with device manual and Google Pixel 5 5G wireless 

capabilities. Now we've got Google Pixel 5 and let me show you how to activate user manual on the 

floating device, so let's first make sure that you're connected to Wi-Fi and let me connect with mine 

then we have to open the settings, meanwhile it will be connected scroll down and here you have to 

click on tips and user manual, and smoothly by tapping on the user manual, you can come along with all 

the things, if you would like to gain some more info about, so just give it a second and here is it, so as 

you can see you've just accessed user manual and for example, if you would like to know something 

from basic options, basic features, just scroll the basics and pick the one that you'd like to get some info 

about, so let me pick for example notification panel and here you've got all details. The instructions how 

to personalize Android 11 

 

Let me go back, then you can gain some info about absence features settings and appendix, so for 

example let me pick the Vice car and here you've got detail info regarding the Vice car options, if you 

click here, you will be able to open father's information, so this is at the second know your device, more 

how you can gain some knowledge, thank you for reading and download this Guide on how to open 

Google Pixel 5 5G  user manual instruction, hopefully this useful for you all and see you on other Google 

Pixel device manual. 

 


